- The orphanage in Estremoz got help with the
unloading …

- One of the summer camps also had its share ...

- In March we had an offering of food from Fabian
in Belgium, that he could bring to Portugal. In April,
when all the preparations where concluded, which
the most needy organisations were and which best
could distribute, the transport lorry from Belgium
arrived.

- ACRAS is not just waiting for the work to be
finished, but even so, receives people all the time. We
once wrote: Many have already left the street and
joined a rehabilitation program. The Foundation is
happy to be able to contribute to their activitiy.

- In March last year we wrote about ACRAS, a new
project for the homeless in Lisbon, runned by the
Pentecostal Chruch. A lot has happened. An extensive
repair of the premises from the autorities is on the way
to be concluded.
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Madalena and Fabian who joint the reception of the
shipment, look back on a well done work.

We should quite simply
give for God’ s sake, not
to make the receiver
show himself worthy.
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Dear friends,
June 2006
Summer is here again. All who can, tries to arrange
as well as possible, with leisure and holiday and freedom.
To withdraw oneself– to be inaccessible – might seem to be
a contrast to what Magdalena writes: to make oneself
accessible to another person. All of us can not and has
not the strength to engage oneself in the needs of another
person. But Jesus expects us to do so. He gives the
example of a knocked down man on a lonely road. First one
person just passes him, then another one, but both just
disappear. Then a third arrives. He stops and sets about
the problem. Yes, he even takes the robbed and violated
man with him, to where he is heading, and asks them to
continue helping.
Jesus’ brother James writes in his second chapiter,
vers 14-16– Does merely talking about faith indicate that
a person really has faith? For instance, you come upon an
old friend dressed in rags and half-starved and say, ”Good
morning, friend! Be clothed in Christ! Be filled with the
Holy Spirit!” And walk off without providing so much as a
coat or a cup of soup – where does that get you? Isn´t it
obvious that god-talk without God-act is outrageous
nonsense? (From the Message translation.) Jesus did not
only say your friend but even your enemy you should be
kind to.
One can say that the samarian in Jesus´ example,
handed him on. We in our Foundation, perhaps can be a kind
of intermediary for you. If you want to make yourself
accessible to others - who cannot overcome their
difficulties without a helping hand you are welcome
with your contribution.
Our circumstances changes time to time. At the moment
I spend most of my time in Sweden. My husband Eskil
suffered a stroke some time ago and is helpless but
mentally healthy. He needs a lot of support, so I am there
for him. And with all the modern facilities
of communication I can also be in contact
with my voluntary helpers and organizations
who I have been teaching and who gets a lot
of the continuing help and even of punctual
contributions. After many years in Portugal
I know a bit who can do the best use of the
gifts and who are the helpers, who does not
give up.
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We are some friends who a few weeks ago started an experiment
which we call G.E.T. (Give Every Time). It started with a discussion about
how annoying beggars can be.
In this country you meet quite a lot of beggars. Many come from the
former East European countries, especially Romania. Somebody said that
she had given money to a beggar and then seen him drive away in a
Mercedes. Somebody else hade given a beggar money but he had not been
thankful but had begged for more.
And we started with arguments like “if you gave money to everybody
who begs, you yourself would soon end up broke” and “most of them spend
the money on drugs and that we do not want to support”. But the fact is that
Jesus says in Luke 6:30: “Give to everyone who asks you”. Likely, he
means what he says, and it is probably something unusually sensible,
because he is, as we all know, God’s son.
We are not used to think in his radical lines of thought and we like to
come with rational trumped-up excuses. But maybe he has a deeper thought
behind it all? Maybe he is after our heart? Because something happens to us
when we do not give, our heart hardens. In a corresponding way something
happens when we do give – our heart softens, and we become conscious of
the sin in our heart.
It is not fun to give to somebody who is ungrateful.There is a saying –
the world’s award is ingratitude. But God is good to the ungrateful and evil
(Luke 6:35). He tells us to be like Him. We should quite simply give for
God’ s sake, not to make the receiver show himself worthy. When did
we show ourselves deserving of one single of God’s good gifts? Everything
is GRACE. But when we meet undeserved goodness we are transformed
from within, slowly but surely. But this should not be the reason for our
giving, but only the mere fact that God is what He is. So we continue our
experiment – Give Every Time – and it is not necessarily money. To give
time can be ever so valuable. To make oneself accessible to another
person, to let oneself be touched…
Magdalena Olsson

“Annoying beggars”

